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Qui sommes nous ?
Ankorstore is changing the way independent wholesalers do business. Its mission is
to promote the development and growth of local and authentic retailers and to
help European brands expand their customer base.
Ankorstore partners with over 100,000 retailers across Europe - looking for
authentic products and brands that e-commerce giants like Amazon don't. The
Ankorstore marketplace offers a product catalog of more than 10,000 European
brands to retailers who wish to offer their customers a differentiated shopping
experience and new products.
In less than a year and a half, Ankorstore is present in more than 23 countries in
Europe and has offices in France, Germany, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands
and Sweden.

À savoir sur le poste ?
As a Brand Onboarder your #1 mission will be to demonstrate Ankorstore’s value
proposition and convince the best brands in France to increase their activity and
potential on our platform thanks to a thorough and tailored best in class
onboarding on our platform.
This is a key role for our company’s success as you will be leveraging the potential
of our brands, growing the quality of their presence on the platform to continually
offer to our retailers the most relevant brands with the best buying conditions.

You will be reporting to the Team Leader on the following responsibilities :
Brand Excellence:
- Be our brand’s first contact once they go Live on Ankorstore
- Train and set the brand for success on:
Ankorstore Network features and prospection tools
Basics marketplace sales best practices
- Gather key information on the brands to spot high potentials
Manage the onboarding of the brands:
- Ensure the brands understand the benefits of Ankorstore’s referral tools to
manage their historical clients and prospects & the benefits of the marketplace
- Set and align on brands expectations
- Act as an onboarding & product expert on a limited period of time :
Drive the brands through our onboarding program respecting our processes
and practices, making the brands onboard their first retailers on our platform
Drive the brands through sales marketplace best practices, and get the brands
acting on it to make them obtain their first sales
- Make sure the brands ticked all the boxes of the onboarding process and assess
based on metrics what is its next step on our sales funnel
Manage efficiently your portfolio :
- Conduct high volume of calling and mailing to drive referral adoption and
generate sales in a limited time period
- With a constantly evolving portfolio, quickly and continuously build trust with our
brands following two goals :
Make sure they use our prospection and network tool as soon as they arrive on
the platform
Make sure they get their first sales on the marketplace
- After each cycle, identify the high potential brands at a very early stage and share
all relevant information to the Brand Success Management team.
Share Knowledge:
Contribute to product development by providing feedback and requests for new
features from our brands

Le profil idéal ?
At least 2-3 years in a customer success role: you will be one of our first
employees on this role and will contribute to the team’s growth
You are resilient and always eager to go to the extra-mile : you love to
understand and convince, you never take No for an answer and you are not
scared of driving a high amount of calls
You are extremely organised, you can manage multiple relationships at a time
and can easily prioritise tasks
Strong relationship builder with determination to ensure their clients success
and always open new business opportunities
Fast learner with an excellent ability to adapt perfectly to their audience,
showing pedagogy and understanding and demonstrating proactivity to always
find solutions and adapt to brands challenges
You are happy working in a fast paced environment adapting to rapid changes
Excellent written and verbal communication skills in French (native) and English
Passion for retailer/wholesaler/ ecommerce and the mission of Ankorstore
Data and impact driven: you know how to track your results and see how to get
better
BtoB experience is a plus

Si cette offre vous intéresse,
envoyez votre CV à l'adresse suivante :
cv@your-future.fr

